
Rheingoldweg (5 km = 3 miles) Starting point:  
Bus stop ”Hafen”, Storchenallee, 65201 Wi-Schierstein

Starting at the bus stop „Hafen“ walk right along Storchenallee 
until you get to the Kormoranweg on the right. Continue down 
Kormoranweg until you reach the harbour Schiersteiner Hafen. 

Turn left and follow the paved road that takes you round the  
harbour. After you have crossed the bridge Dyckerhoffbrücke at 
the entrance to the harbour, continue past the restaurant „Yacht-
café“. Follow the roadway that turns right at the end of the  
harbour until you reach Kleinaustrasse. Here you turn left. Cross 
the street Söhnleinstrasse at the traffic lights and continue right 
to the next set of traffic lights. Here you turn left and walk along 

the Freuden bergstrasse until you come to the first junction. Con-
tinue down Schneebergstrasse until you reach the church. Now 
take a right and then shortly afterwards a left turn into the  
Anton-Berges-Strasse. At the end of this street you cross the 
Saarstrasse at the pedestrian crossing and follow the Sportplatz-

weg until you come to Saarbrücker Allee. Now you take the Saar-

brücker Allee, cross Rheingaustrasse and continue down Stor-

chenallee until you reach your starting point, bus stop „Hafen“.
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Important notes:

Observe the StVO (German road traffic regulation) when crossing or using public roads.

Pets must be on a leash due to the risk of rabies.

Smoking is not allowed in the forest.

The trails are accessible all year round. However, the path is not gritted or cleared of snow in wintery conditions.

Please be aware that hiking trails might be partially or totally blocked due to logging or storm damage.

Trail markings: White PVC sticker, with a red border and green and black writing.

Starting point: Bus stop „Hafen“, Storchenallee, 65201 Wiesbaden-Schierstein

Directions: short-range public transportation: ESWE bus No. 23 leaving from Kirchgasse or via the A66  
(Exit No. 3 Wiesbaden-Schierstein)


